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Q8. Select the correctly spelt

word.

1. exhail

2. exhoust

3. exhibit

4. exteract

3. exhibit



Q9. Select the correctly spelt word.

1. Seperable

2. Rehersal

3. Veterinary

4. Employeed

Solution : 3



Q10. Select the correctly spelt word.

1. Definate

2. Definete

3. Definite

4. Definiet

Solution : 3





Q11. I wish if I was the Principal of my school.

1. If I had been

2. No improvement

3. I were

4. that I am

Solution : 3 It’s a conditional sentence.

‘ I wish’ is followed by past simple.



Q12. When it started raining, I ran to the

nearer house for shelter.

1. a near house

2. the near house

3. No improvement

4. the nearest house

Solution : 4. the nearest house



Q13. We came back because we had

ran out of money.

1. we had run

2. we have ran

3. No improvement

4. we run

Solution : 1 Run(v3)



Q14. If they will get married , they will

probably settle in Mumbai.

1. If they get married

2. No improvement

3. If they had got married

4. If they will be getting married

Solution : 1. If they get married















19. Handle this glass table with care because it

is……. .

1. volatile

2. ductile

3. frugal

4. Fragile

(SSC CGL 2019 tier 1)

Solution : 4

Fragile which means ‘easily broken’ is the only

word among given options that fits in the context.



20. It is an……day to start your new business.

1. audacious

2. occasional

3. auspicious

4. Ominous

(SSC CGL 2019 tier 1)

Solution : 3

Auspicious which means ‘of good omen’ is the only word 

among given options that fits in the context.



21. She………on paying the bill at the restaurant.

1. offered

2. suggested

3. insisted

4. Requested

(SSC CGL 2019 tier 1)

Solution : 3

‘On’ preposition in the sentence gives a hint that ‘insisted’

is the word which will fit in the context appropriately.



22. A reward is a …….. which motivates a

person to achieve excellence in his field.

1. memorial

2. recognition

3. collection

4. Monument (SSC CGL 2019 tier 1)

Solution : 2

Recognition which means ‘the act of

recognising ‘ fits in the context

appropriately.



23. Children under five years are ____ from

passport biometrics.

1. acquitted

2. exempted

3. escaped

4. Allowed

(SSC CGL 2019 tier 1)

Solution : 2

Exempted which means ‘free from a duty or obligation’ 

fits in the context appropriately. 



24. Being a millionaire, he is leading a ____ life.

1. destitute

2. conducive

3. luxurious

4. Expensive

(SSC CGL 2019 tier 1)

Solution : 3

Luxurious which means ‘full of

luxuries’ fits in the context

appropriately.



25) The minister gave an_____ that strict

action would be taken against the culprits.

1. ambition

2. admission

3. assurance

4. insurance

ANSWER: Solution : 3

Assurance which means ‘the act of

assuring’ fits in the context appropriately
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